
 

THE BUSINESS 
 
AAB is a tech-enabled business critical services group, providing services that help businesses at every stage of 
the lifecycle, helping them manage the critical elements that make businesses tick – their people and their finances.   
 
AAB are focused on people.  They believe in the resilience of the human spirit; that with bravery, hard work and 
perseverance, people can accomplish amazing things.  AAB are human, passionate, bold, motivational, positive, 
empathetic, driven and straight-talking. 
 

THE TEAM  
 
At AAB you will have tremendous opportunities that will meet your career aspirations, working in a 
progressive, energetic and stimulating environment alongside supportive and engaging professional teammates. 
 
We are looking for the next generation of trainee business advisors to join our growing Business Advisory Team 
in our Glasgow office.  This is an excellent opportunity for a committed, flexible, enthusiastic, confident professional 
with a strong work ethic and a willingness to learn, to be part of our growing group. 
 

THE ROLE 
Business Advisory Graduate 
 
As a trainee at AAB, you will be learning your profession from people with a great deal of experience and expertise 
in business, finance and technology.   
 
Our graduate programme is tailored to support you and the development of your career from day one all the way 
through to qualification. The firm will pay for your professional qualification materials and exams – the only thing 
you need to focus on is the studying. We aim to empower our people to become the best that they can be and 
provide them with the tools to develop themselves personally, going beyond their technical ability and out with 
their field of expertise to become the leaders of our future. 
 
It is important that you are a good communicator as well as being good with numbers, so that as you develop as 
a Business Advisor, you are comfortable with liaising with clients in order to deliver awesome client service. 
 
Successful applicants are offered a training contract, working in our Glasgow office, and on top of a generous 
professional study package, graduates are offered a highly competitive salary and excellent benefits, such as 
hybrid and agile working, private medical and dental cover. 
 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS  
 
We receive a great number of applications annually therefore the competition for a trainee position is strong. We 
accept applicants from any degree background, along with the following entry requirements: 
 

• 2:1 degree with honours (with offers made conditional on final degree results) 

• AABB at Higher lever (or equivalent) 

• Minimum B grade in both English and Maths at National 5 (or equivalent) 

• An interest in technology 

• A passion for pursuing a career in an accountancy and business advisory firm 
 
Credit is given to those with accounting/financial related work experience and/or experience in 
technology/computing. 
 



 

The most important part of our recruitment process is finding students who can demonstrate our people qualities.  
We assess all candidates who join the firm at any level against these values.  

 
Please note that the Graduate Training Programme does not meet the salary requirements for a Visa.  At the time 
of starting their employment, the successful candidate must have permission to work in the UK. 

 
APPLICATION PROCESS 
 
Our application process is simple and designed around the fact that we want to get to know ‘you.’  
Our application process consists of: 
 

• Online Application Form 

• Video Exercise - The Elevator Pitch 

• Interview 

• Job Offer 
 
 

THE BENEFITS  
 
Over the years, AAB has been recognised for its excellent working practices by some of the most prestigious 
award bodies in the UK. We pride ourselves in the fact that our approach across the AAB Group has gained an 
excellent reputation and is loved by our employees. 
 
Some of our benefits are 

• Hybrid, agile and family friendly working practices to enable you to manage your work life alongside your 
home life  

• Ongoing personalised coaching and mentoring programmes to maximize your potential  

• Full payment of private healthcare and dental care 

• Workplace pension 

• Accumulate up to an additional working week of holidays per annum through time-off-in-lieu   

• Regular updates from our Health & Wellbeing team and access to all Headspace resources  

• We’re energetic people who like nothing more than having a bit of fun; with our Social Club organising 
frequent staff events and initiatives  

• Volunteering leave through the Anderson Anderson & Brown Charitable Initiative (AABIE)  

• Working at a recognised Best Company and Sunday Times 100 Best Companies to Work For  

• Regular communication from our leadership team regarding AAB Group activities and initiatives  
 

You can find out more about what it is like to work at AAB directly from our people. Read our Life at AAB blog to 
hear from people across our teams.   
 
At AAB you will have tremendous opportunities that will meet your career aspirations, working in a 
progressive, energetic and stimulating environment alongside supportive and engaging professional teammates.  
 
To apply please send your CV and a brief covering note explaining your interest to hr@aab.uk  
 
Closing date 27 July 2022 

https://aab.uk/careers/people-qualities/
https://www.headspace.com/
https://aab.uk/life-at-aab/our-people
https://aab.uk/about/aabie/
https://aab.uk/life-at-aab/our-credentials
https://aab.uk/about/life-blog/
mailto:hr@aab.uk

